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GENERAL

Byrd Station g Movement of scientific equipment to new Byrd Station
with the USARP RN 110 Nodwefl progressed throughout the month. Several vis-
itors were received, including three of the 1961 wintering-over scientists
at. Ellsworth Station.

Ellsworth tation: The four USRP scientists who had wintered here in
1.961 were flown to the South Pole Staticn on January 7 in two R+D aircraft of
'he Agen..,ne Navy, Their replace , oents, rep'rted at the station Janii.ary 17 on.
1Le Argentine icebrea.her	 which carried in only 12 tons of the sci-

entific resupply owing to damage received by the ship earlier in the season.

Hallett Station: The month of January was noteworthy for frequent power
failures and many visitors. Shore parties from the Eastwind, Burton Island and
Arneb visited the base. Three New Zealand Queen's Scouts stayed for several
days when the Eastwind was delayed offshore. The Topo North helicopter team of
the U.S. Army Transportation Corps stayed for ten days at the beginning of the
month, helping to unload supplies from the Eastwind. Sea ice went out for the
first time on the 13th and has since been going and coming with each tide ex-
cept for a windy period during which unloading of the Arneb proceeded un-
interrupted.

The installation of two 100-kw generators is hoped to solve power failures
that have been troublesome. Two distillation units for making fresh water from
sea water were also set up. All major construction was completed, including the
final conversion of an old communications building into the new science building.

Murdo Station Preparations for winter programs at the biological lab
oratory were begun. An equipment inventory was carried out and equipment main
tenance proceeded with some difficulty. The Power Wagon became inoperable over
the badly potholed sea ice and was reserved for use around the station. The
Nodweils, Polecat and Traxcavat.or continued to perform well, although the Pole-
cat required extensive repair and rebuilding early in the month.

Air, activity was heavy throughout January. A Soviet IL-18 arrived from
Mirnyy on an emergency flight with an Australian suffering from a cerebral hem-
orrhage, his medical attendant, and the exchange scientist from Mirnyy, Mr. Stuart
Gillrnor; the aircraft returned two days later to Mirnyy0 The two Australians
from Mawson traveled by C30 to Christchurch. A C130 Hercules jettisoned its
cargo and made a forced landing on the Ross Ice Shelf early in the month after
its engines stopped because of contaminated fuel. The aircraft and jettisoned
cargo were later returned to McMurdo. After serving to unload the Eastwind at
Hallett Station and then carry gravel out to her for concrete to repair the
stove-in hull, the Army helicopters used in the Topo North and South surveys re-
turned to McMurdo Station to shuttle personnel between the station and Williams Field



RkDs and Otters at McMurdo were used In support of the Topo North group.

South_Pole a'ti	On January 7 the arrival of two RkD s of the Argentine
Navy marked the first time that aircraft other than U.S. aircraft had landed at
the South Pole and also represented the first flight from the Palmer Peninsula
via Ellsworth Station to the South Pole. The station leader accepted a plaque
commemorating the flight Among the many visitors at the South Pole were four
U0	cientsts from Elisworth. Station who accompanied the flight on the first

I	 4j	t	r )kIC(

op.11hrn€rs at the statir were a new building for the Baker hydrogen
generator, recovery of a large anount of LeJ. from a site several miles away
from the stat ion. installation of a new electric generator, continuation of
snow removal to ease the load on roofs, ci.eanup around the buildings to mini-
mize drifting, and completion of an underground building to house the solar
radiation recorders. The solar radiation instruments were relocated, drifts
were shoveled from around the balloon inflation shelter, and the first 100
feet of the geomagnetics tunnel was deepened. Inside the station a major re
location and cleanup of stores, passageways and caches were well along by the
end of the month.

Six skuas caught and banded. at Cape Crozier on January 25 by Johns Hopkins
University ornithologists arrived via McMurdo Station on a C10 aircraft on
January 26o These birds were released on the same day to determine if they could
fly back to Cape Crozier as an experimental demonstration of their homing in
stincts0

Wilkes Sation: The four U.S. meteorological personnel to winter here in
1962 arrived on January 9 The Australian Department of External Affairs an-
nounced on January 27 that the polar ship Thala Dan completed the changeover
of old and new teams at the station despite very rough sailing weather.

Activity among Task Force L3 vessels was high during January. The
Chatt^jnoo  made a round trip between McMurdo and Port L.yttleton, New Zealand,
with fuel. At the end of the month she departed for the United States follow-
ing the icebreaker Atka and the cargo vessel Merrill, which had left earlier in
January. The Arneb made a trip into McMurdo and Hallett with cargo and returned
to New Zealand for another loath The Eastwind offloaded fuel storage bladders
and pumped fuel ashore at Hallett, despite damage to her hull by ice which flooded
a compartment. She returned to Wellington for repairs after the hole was tem-
porarily patched with concrete. The Burton Island made her second trip of the
month to Hallett Station from McMurdo Sound with the Arneb and then commenced her
program of oceanography. The tanker Elkhorn delivered a load of fuel to McMurdo
Station and returned to New Zealand; while the Glacier left the Wellington dry-
dock for McMurdo and then proceeded eastward on a reconnaissance of the coast of
Marie Byrd Land. The USS Glacier cruise along the Marie Byrd Land coast was



.erimflatf:'d in ordc.i' to proceed to rc.iurdc 3 1 tion becausc• of the unusually
early br*akup of bay ice.

BIOLOGY

)L'qiLL&9? 	 Or C 2apekOX dish and
•o W.I . t 3acura.:' <ney	exr. ed ''r 'hour periods on the 2nd, Nth,

and 25th oC the month0 T 1it.h the excec'ion of the CzapekDox exposure on the
25th, positive results were obtained. Subsequently, corresponding subcultures
were made.

Human physiology investigations included 16 metabolitnetric determinations,
including spirometric, blood, and urine analyses

The following observations are reported on vertebrate species •Thassoica
antarctica (antarctic petrel) was seen along the coast and westbound as follows:
two on the 2nd, ten on the 14th, two on the 15th, seven on the 16th, five on the
17th, nine on the 18th, eleven on the 19th,, eight on the 21st, one hundred
twenty-five on the 23d0 One Pagodrom	ea (snow petrel) was recorded on the
24th, and another on the 30th; both were flying in a western direction over the
coast. Emperor penguins (Anothr	forste) were observed swimming and on
pack ice in the former case, one on the 6th, three on the 24th, one on the 29th;
in the latter, three on the 21st, and four on the 27th. Six Weddell seals
(Leptorychçs Wd4) were observed on pack ice, respectively, one on the 1st,
two on the 6th, and one each on the 20th, 22nd, and 27th.

Haliett Stationg

The Joski,ns Universi	The bird-banding program was transferred

in mid-January to McMurdo Station. Later, however, 56 skua chicks were banded
by Hallett Station personnel using bands numbers 65763205 through 63260 9 sur-
mounted by a blue band. Band number 206 was inadvertently reversed.

Ohio State University Lichertological studies were also transferred
to McMurdo Station in mid-January.

McMurdo Station

Biogical Laboratorr The emphasis at the biological laboratory is
now shifting from summer field programs and laboratory investigations to prepa-
rations for the winter research program. In support of this work, equipment
and supply inventories are being made0
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Bernice P. Bishop Museum During January entomologists and pedologists
from Rutgers University used helicopters to visit Beacon Valley, West Beacon,
Mt. Baldur, Skua Peak, the lower Mackay Glacier area, Blue Glacier, Mt. Suess,
and Mt0 England, largely to study the ecology of insects and especially the in-
fluences of temperature0 To trips were made to Blue Glacier.

On January 30, entomological and pedologicaa investigators were
shifted by helicopter from icMurdo Station to a 6,000foot site or, the slopes
of ML,	bus for a vertical. traec;t environmental study to the summit. Two in-
vesl.igators with 115 pounds of equipment and supplies established a base camp at
7,000 feet where they made soil collections and searched for arthropods under
40F0 temperature and in a 10 to 12knot wind.

Universi t.v 	California at	Microtuetozoan studies were
conducted at Capes Royds and Evans, Hobbs Glacier, Taylor and Wright Valleys,
and the Dailey Islands and stranded moraines. The Cape Royds trip permitted a
survey of all major fresh water bodies there. In addition, considerable time
was spent investigating a pond by the old cosmic building at the McMurdo Station
which drained itself, exposing the bottom to observation and sampling. At least
12 species of rotifers were distinguished by sight. Chromatography experiment
was carried out on the red pigment of Philodina	(Class Rotifera) with
encouraging results.

University of California at Davis Ecological investigations of two
ponds at Cape Evans continued. Surface freezing was observed on January 110
Skua Lake developed a heavy algae bloom but only a relatively thin growth of
bottom-dwelling forms. The crystal clear water of the other small pond has sup-
ported growth of large amounts of mat-like masses of blue-green algae0 Later,
a brief visit to Cape Royds permitted collection of water samples for chemical
and biological examination.

Johns Hopkins Universi	Bird-banding activities commenced in the
McNurdo Sound area, and on January 25 moved to Cape Crozier. Six breeding skuas
were sent via McMurdo Station to the Pole Station for release in a homing ex-
periment. Bird banding of skuas and penguins proceeded at Crozier until the end
of February.

Ohio State University Bacteriological sampling was made at two sites
on Cape Royds and one at McMurdo; each site was sampled on a weekly basis during
the course of the study. Dailey Island and Lakes Bonney and Vanda were also
visited, and soil and water samples were collected at each area for laboratory
study. In addition, soil samples were analyzed quantitatively for hydrogenion
concentration, phosphorus, potassium, magnesium, calcium, nitrates, ammonia,
chlorides, and sulfates. The microbiological investigations were completed in
January.
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Lichenological studies were resumed around McMurdo Station after the
investigator returned from Hallett Station, These investigations were later
extended to Cape Evans, Cape Royds, Marble Point, and to the base of Hobbs
Glacier. Finally, eight days were spent at Cape Crozier carrying out detailed
studies on the ecology of lichen vegetation, including the permanent marking
in situ of lichen specimens for continued growth-rate measurements. This work
was completed February 1.

Stanford Univerj	In the marine ecology progran trappin continued
off MMurdo Station at two series of holes varying in depth from 128 to 600
meters. Sampling has also been attempted off Cape Crozier and Heald Island
from holes in ice and from the edge of the annual ice, as well as from a raft
a few hundred feet off shore. Trapping with a gig net set in the channel made
by icebreakers has begun to yield species not often collected in McMurdo Sound.
A. metabolism series has been started and is continuing on Trematomus loennbei
(antarctic cod) as they are collected, at the rate of approximately two to three
fish per week. The metabolism series begin at _1.8 0C and are raised in one

degree centigrade increments in 24 hours to at least +1.2 0C. Seventeen metabo-
lism series were accomplished. The Stanford University marine ecological stud-
ies were completed in January.

On a field trip to Dailey Island partially decomposed fish remains
were discovered littering an area of about 1,000 feet square; a 30-inch long
intact specimen was collected for possible radiocarbon study. This find was
approximately four miles f±'om the site of last year's discovery and directly
off the northwestern shore of the southernmost of the five largest islands in
the Dailey Island Group.

University of Sydn y - The program of phytoplankton productivity
conducted at selected sites in McMurdo Sound has been completed.

Marie BYrd Land Coast Exploration - Observers on the USS Glacier
proceeding east from Ross Island found a rookery of about kOO Adelie penguins
on a northern rock outcrop of a new island (see USS Glacier, P. 7 ) o In the
Getz Ice Shelf near Shepard Island, on the western and larger of two islands,
two more large Adelie penguin rookeries were noted. Many seals, skuas, snow
petrels, and emperor and Adelie penguins were sighted in the vicinity of
Shepard Island.

South Georgia, Bird Island - British ornithologists cooperating with
the Johns Hopkins University international bird-banding program reported that
since their arrival at Bird Island (54000'S ., 38002 1W.) on January 17, they made
recoveries of nine wandering albatross banded in Australia. In addition, 1,837
birds had been banded as of February 39 comprising 150 wandering albatross, 600

b1ack.browed albatross and grey-headed albatross, 653 giant petrels, and +34
brown skuas0 The Bird Island investigation will continue until April 1962.
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See University of Kansas under GEOLOGY for limnological studies.

See Rutgers University under GEOLOGY for pedology studies.

GEODESARTOGRApHY, AND AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Aerial photography is obtained by U.S. Navy personnel and planes. Surface
ground control, inspection of aerial photographs, and final preparation of maps
are conducted by the Special Maps Branch, U.S. Geological Survey.

Byrd Station: Bad weather restricted aerial photographic operations out
of Byrd Station but some trimetrogon photography was obtained north of the sta.
tion near the Hal Flood and Toney Mountain areas.

USS Glacier: A survey of the front of the Ross Ice Shelf and adjacent
coast to the. east as far as Sulzberger Bay (1500W.) was made by personnel on
the icebreaker Glacier. Control survey parties were landed on Scott Nunataks
at 770S0, 1550W., and camped overnight to establish the outcrops' position ac-.
curately. On January 30 a small island was discovered 35 miles off the Hobbs
Coast, of Marie Byrd Land at 71+042 1 S., 11+006 1W., an area never before approached
by ship. It measured about two miles square with perpendicular cliffs estimated
to be 1,000 feet high. Inspection by the party landed on the island revealed
dark rock of possible volcanic origin and a rookery of about +00 Adelie penguins;
aerial photos were taken. More than 1+00 miles of Ross Ice Shelf were newly
plotted and charted.

Ice thicknesses were measured at two locations, the Ruppert Coast and the
western edge of the Getz Ice Shelf, with a radio altimeter. A control point
was established on a prominent height near the Cordell Hull Glacier.

Little America: The three-man Geological Survey team from Topo North was
transported to Little America by the icebreaker Glacier for the purpose of re-
measuring the movement stake network.

McMurdo Station: Second order triangulation survey by the Geological Sur-
vey for the Navy's large-scale mapping of McMurdo was completed and leveling
to determine elevations of the control points was begun.

Three flights of vertical photography over the McMurdo Station were exe-
cuted for the Hydrographic Office. Limited amounts of trimetrogon photography
were accomplished in Victoria Land, the Queen Alexandria Range and the Queen
Maud Range. Special purpose photography was flown in the Victoria Valley and
Gar Wood, Miers, Wolcott Valley areas.
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Topo North: Bad weather and technical difficulties forced the helicopter-
supported tellurorneter traverse, Topo North, to be terminated on January 12 at
Cape Roget north of Hallett Station. The project completed 1 9 100 miles of field
work to Mt. Whewell, just three stations short of the planned survey.

GEOLOGY

U.S. Geological Survey: Geological reconnaissance of the eastern
Horlick Mountains was completed and the 5-man party was flown to Byrd Station

on January 309

Early in the month, two meteorite fragments about 100 yards apart were
found on blue glacial ice. The larger fragment weighed 50 pounds and the smaller
20 pounds, and when matched together they had a diameter of 10 inches. This may
be the largest meteorite ever found in Antarctica and probably a unique example
of the intermediate stony-iron variety. Its major mineral constitutents are
believed to be iron and olivine. The meteorite is now being transported to
Washington, D.C., where it will be studied in detail by members of the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey and the Smithsonian Institution.

Skiing and motor toboganning in a radius of 50 miles from their base camp,
the geologists covered the entire eastern Horlicks during the short season. In
addition to the meteorites, several other unexpected and surprising things were
discovered. Ice striations were noted at the very top of a 7 9 500-foot mountain,

indicating that the ice level had at one time been at least 1,5 00 feet higher

than its present 6 9 000-foot level. Preliminary calculations along a six-mile
profile of bamboo stakes placed in the ice last summer indicate that the movement
of the ice cap in the Horlicks area is very slow, probably less than 16 feet a
year and takes place in a northeast direction toward the Weddell Sea. Annual
snow accumulation in the area is about 1.5 feet and the mean annual temperature
is about _350F. Numerous frost mounds, or ice-cored gravel mounds, were en-
countered in areas of fine weathered material; temperature measurements in frost
cracks suggested strong frost wedging. Both observations show that weathering
is going on at a much faster rate than previously supposed in an area where the
air temperature seldom exceeds 10 0F. Rock temperatures were found to vary as
much as 770 within a three-hour span, from 50F, to 820F. A number of badly de-
composed rocks were found which would indicate that chemical weathering, widely
held to be negligible in polar regions, was taking place; samples of these rocks
and some sedimentary rocks with possible fossil markings were collected for la.-

oratory study.

Ohio State University Investigations of the central Horlicks
Mountains were completed during the month. Most sections on the Schuithess
escarpment were measured and rock collections were taken. Paleomagnetic
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samples were taken from all sedimentary formations; and petrographic samples,
as well as specimens for dating, were taken from the basement rocks. In-
vertebrate and plant fossils were obtained from the Horlick Formation. Pebble
counts were made in the Buckeye tillite and crossbed readings were taken from
sandstones in the Horlick and Mt. Glossopteris Formations. Excavations in the
coal bed, reported in Status Report No. 36, produced a broken column sample of
coal 313 cm long. Although some members of the party left the field on January 7,
the camp site was not prepared for evacuation until January 25. Samples had been
evacuated by the end of the month, but much of the equipment was left behind
when a scheduled second evacuation flight was cancelled.

University of Minnesota: Reconnaissance of the Sentinel Range was completed.
The party traveled 650 miles, visited all predetermined sites and completed all
objectives of the program. The group described the basic stratigraphy and de-
termined that all the rocks in the area were metasedimentaryo However, no fos-
sils were found which could be used to date the rocks. After moving to the
northern Heritage Range the party found more metasedluients which were different
from strata in the Sentinels and also were lacking fossils. Basic igneous rocks
were also found in the form of large sills. Operations were seriously hampered
by 13 days of bad weather in the month.

McMurdo Station:

University of Kan	- Limnological field work was concluded by final
field trips to Lakes Vanda and Bonney where serial water samples were taken at
three-meter intervals; temperature and conductivity jrc'files were also obtained.
Three more holes were drilled through the ice at Lake Bonney and a 30-9allon
water sample was taken from the bottom of the lake near its center for future

dating. During previous trips maximum bottom temperature in Lake Vanda did
not exceed 11+0G. as measured with a hand thermometer brought to the surface in
water samples. However, during the last sampling and measuring of water tem-
peratures a revised method of measuring temperature with a maximum-minimum
thermometer was used. By this method, the bottom temperature measured 25,50G.
This indicated that water samples had been cooled as they were brought to the
surface in Kemmerer bottles, and thus all previous recordings were adjusted to

the new findings.

Ohio State University - Morphological studies in the first half of
January were divided among mapping sand dunes, attempts to drill through the
ice of Lake Vida, and examination and correlation of moraines in an area center-
ing around the middle and upper Victoria Valley. In the latter part of the
month the movement and accumulation stakes placed in Webb, Packard and Lower
Victoria Glaciers earlier in the season were resurveyed and stakes reset for
future survey. A rapid reconnaissance of the glacial geology and geomorphology
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of Wright Valley was begun in the last week of January to correlate the glacial
history of the two adjacent valley systems.

Rutgers University Soil studies were made`., 	the following areas:

Beacon Heights region, Mt. Baldur, Mite Point (Mackay Glacier), Mt. England,
Mt. Suess, Don Juan Pond, Cape Royds and Mt. Erebus. Relationships between soil
development and glaciation, moisture and altitude, were studied at several b..
calities.

University of Wisconsin Activities of the patterned ground program
were devoted mainly to soil temperature measurements in the vicinity of McMurdo
Station; moisture determinations on earlier collections were continued. A
trip was made to Mt. Nussbaum for soil temperature measurements and soil samples.

University of Wisconsin (at Chilean Bases): A group of four geologists on
the Chilean tug Yelcho arrived at General Bernardo O'Higgins Base to continue
the study of the stratigraphic and tectonic relationships of western Antarctica
and the lower Palmer Peninsula to the Andean Cordillera. The season's work
began the first of January with a ten-day reconnaissance of offshore islands
north and south of the base which revealed strata of quartzite. Detailed ex-
aminations of sequences of quartzites and argillites exposed on the offshore is-
lands were planned after the initial reconnaissance It is thought that these
exposures are probably of late Palaeozoic or early Mesozoic age. Fossil clam
shells found in the rocks may help to date them.

One man from the group went south along the Peninsula on a Chilean tug,
the Lautaro, to make a geological reconnaissance and gravimeter measurements
at two new Chilean base sites in the de Gerlache Strait area and in Marguerite
Bay.

GRAVITY

University of Wisconsin: Three flights to Byrd Station and three to Pole
Station were made in January to bring the total number of inter.-station gravity
tie flights to eight and nine, respectively. The program was hampered by trans-
portation difficulties at McMurdo where the badly deteriorated ice surface be-
tween the station and the air strip made surface travel very slow. Emphasis in
the gravity program shifted to establishment of new stations in the McMurdo area.
Twenty-five such stations have been occupied in the ice-free areas west of
McMurdo Sound.
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GLACIOLOGY

Byrd Station:

Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) Personnel
arriving at new Byrd Station on January 17 carried out detailed sampling of a
three-.year snow sequence in trench L9 for oxygen isotope dating, and began
taking samples from the CRREL trench for an investigation of particulate matter
in firn0 By the month's end, kO samples each had been taken from the summer
and winter deposits in a single annual layer, and another 24 samples were to be
taken from a second winter layer.

Measurements in the 1957-58 drill hole showed that there has been no
change in the temperature of the profile since summer 1960. The hole is clos-
ing rapidly as anticipated; it has contracted to a diameter of two inches at
865 feet. Four years ago the diameter was 5.76 inches. Distortion of the drill
hole is negligible at all depths.

The . CRREL project at new Byrd was progressing satisfactorily. Helipots
were ready to be installed and only closure measurement and leveling remained
to complete the work.

Little America Station: A party from the USS Gl acier resurveyed the ac-
cumulation., stake network.

Ellsworth Station (October) (Argentine Program): The mean sub-surface
temperatures during October as measured by thermohms were as follows:

Depth	Temperature

	

10	cm
	

l800°C

	

55
	

238

	

105	 -26.9

	

175	 -27.2

	

256	 28.2

	

355
	 -27.6

	

455	 -26.1
-24.9

1,055

	

1,855	 -25.1

Samples of sea ice indicated an average thickness of 120 cm. Hunirnocked ice
was observed over a wide area and pools and planes were present, depending on
the direction of the wind.
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McMurdo Station: On January 16 and 17 representatives of CRREL inspected
the ice drilling rig stored near McMurdo Station.

Ross Ice Shelf:

The University ofJ4ichi-Univer5itY of Minnesota joint Ross Ice
Shelf party established ice movement at seven points on the Amundeen Glacier
and seven points on the Liv Glacier. Forty gravity stations were taken in a
complete traverse of the Liv Glacier. One seismic station was taken on the
ice shelf off the terminus of the Amundsen Glacier. A total of 150 miles were
traversed

The party reported on January 22 that a note left at Mt. Betty

(85013'S., 164045 IW.) by Laurence M. Gould on Christmas Day 1929 had been found.
Dr. Gould, a member of the first Byrd expedition, had sledged to Mt. Betty in
the course of a trip from Little America I to establish a cache and weather re-
porting station for Byrd' s flight to the South Pole.

U.S. Arniy Signal Research Laboratory - With a modified radio altimeter
a party from the USS Glacier conducted ice thickness measurements from a heli-
copter along the face of the Ross Ice Shelf. Preliminary reports indicate that
the measurements made by radio ice depth sounding equipment closely approximated
earlier seismic soundings made over ice up to 1,100 feet thick.

Roosevelt Island - The University of Wisconsin party completed
measurement and leveling of a 36 km square grid southwest of their camp. Two
seismic traverses across the island ice cap and one traverse to its southern
border were near completion at the end of the month. Two pit studies were made
close to the northeast border to complete stratigraphic observations across the
ice cap. An area of grounded ice shelf or possibly a low ice cap exists 10 km
southwest of the party's camp.

South Pole Station: Studies completed satisfactorily by January 15 in-
cluded a detailed thin section examination of precipitated and blown snow and
of the crystal structure of firn from the surface to a depth of 50 meters; dis-
tribution, sublimation and erosion of sastrugi; the correlations between stake
accumulation measurements of the past four years and pit stratigraphy at six

stakes.

METEOROLOGY

U.S. Weather Bureau personnel are stationed at Byrd, Hallett, Pole,
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Ellsworth and Wilkes Stations. At Wilkes and Ellsworth they are assisted by
Australian and Argentine personnel respectively. U.S. Navy aerological per-
sonnel take the upper air observations at Hallett and McMurdo Stations.

Byrd Station: In the upper air sounding program, a total of 61 radio-
sonde flights attained an average height of 32,065 meters. A comparison be-
tween old and new Byrd Station records for the month indicated new Byrd re-
cording 0,9 0C. higher surface temperatures than the old station.

Transfer of the meteoro10-, program to the new station was progressing
well. Most of the meteorological supplies were placed in a tunnel cache. The
inflation building was completed and the Baker generator installed, and operated
with difficulty. The Gill generator remained at old Byrd. Supports for the
radome and release towers were erected; the snow transport building was com-
pleted; and the mast for snow collection gauger and anemometers reported erected
and ready for use. Conduit wires from the instrument field to tunnel entrance
were installed and the Rohn tower for the anemometer erected.

Seven radiation balance observations were made, one under a cloudy sky and
the remainder in clear conditions. Data reduction indicated that the average
daily incoming short wave radiation was 762.5 ly, the average daily reflected
short wave radiation was 609.3 ly, and the average daily albedo, 0.79. Albedo
was lowest around 1-2 hours before midnight and at a maximum around mid-
afternoon. An Eppley pyrheliometer was replaced with another Eppley instru-
ment, resulting in a slight improvement in radiation balance observations.

Ellsworth Station (October): Twenty-seven radiosondes were made during
the month reaching an average height of 26,182 meters. The average state of
the atmosphere fr selected heights as obtained on these soundings was as
follows:

Heijthtmb
	

Height, m
	

Tem-oeraLu.reOC

The average tropopause height was 221+ mb or 10,005 meters and had an average
temperature of -.76 .70C. Three measurements of atmospheric carbon dioxide,
using distilled water, were made and gave values of 0.022, 0.020, and 0.022%9
respectively.
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The shelter apiraCor malfunctioned and could not be repaired. Be-
tween the 24th and the 28th it was necessary to interpolate the maximum tem-
perature from a thermraph cu'v at	shelter.

Hallett Station: The average height of 29 radiosondes was 26,054 meters.
On January 18 light drizzle accompanying a very light snowfall was observed.
A new GND-1 was installed and operated for the first time on the 30th with
one radiosonde flight ascending to a height of one millibar. Modifications to
the Regener ozone recorder were completed on January 10.

McMurdo Station:

Radio Physics Division, CSIRO, Australia Ice nucleus studies
were continued through the month. Snow samples obtained from South Pole Sta-
tion were filtered and the solid matter returned to Australia for examination,
A close correlation was noted between high nuclei concentration and periods of
snowfall.

Texas Western University (Meteorological Rocket Program) - After
the laboratory building for the meteorological rocket program was completed in
December, construction began on the rocket launcher and a remote GMD site
about 14 miles south of McMurdo on the ice shelf. The G MD control building is
located 100 yards north of the rocket launcher shelter and all structures are
oriented to favor prevailing surface and lower winds for optimum firing con-
ditions • The platform for GMD and dome is a few feet west of the control build-
ing and will be connected to it with a short vestibule • A temporary trail from
McMurdo to the site had to be flagged until ice conditions permit finding a more

direct route.

Pole Station: Sixty-one radiosondes were released in January and reached
an average height of 29,4-44 meters. At the end of the month a change from
600-gram to 1200-gram balloons was made. A new record high for monthly av-
erage balloon-bursting levels was achieved.

Difficulties were encountered in the carbon dioxide program when the
analyzer developed the so-called "tin can" effect. However, the condition was
later believed eliminated. Tiew cylinders were received during the last few
days of the month and triangle calibration procedures started.

The Regener chemical ozone recorder functioned properly and only ten
hours' records were lost during the month. The Regener chemiluinine scent re-
corder operated properly after a period in which it exhibited low sensitivity.
Comparison of the two instruments was made, but the process of scaling the chein-
iluminescent recorder was expected to delay the report of results until February
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although qualitatively, a good agreement appeared to exist. The Dobson
spectrophotorieter ' observations continued as scheduled. Occurrence of un-
usual behavior under certain tests indicated that an absolute calibration
should be started, and this was planned to begin as soon as the declination
became low enough to preclude meaningful observations. Additional testing
of the infrared hygrometer became necessary when calibration failed to show
agreement with the laboratory calibration curve.

Data collection for the Naval Research Laboratory snow density and pre-
cipitation chemistry program continued regularly. The frigorirrieter was se-
cured for the winter. Radlometersondes were prepared and awaited the dark
period.

A limited number of solar radiation instrument calibrations were obtained
because of the few periods of cleat sky. A series of hourly calibrations
covering a 20-hour period near mid-month were performed to determine the ef-
fect of the suns azimuth and the camp's location. The major effort in this
program during the month was completion of the radiation building, an 8 x 8
foot insulated plywood structure set in a 15 x 15 x 10 foot hand-dug hole lo-
cated 500 feet northeast of camp. The electrically heated building has a
k x 8 ,c 30 foot access tunnel and an above-surface telephone booth entrance.
All instruments except the CSIRO radiometer and down.facing pyramometer were
moved to the new location and their leads connected to an exterior terminal
post from which three short 10-conductor cables carry input to radiation re-
corders by way of a second terminal board inside the building. The Schultze
radiometer was re-installed on a 15-foot mount to replace the downfacing il-
luminometer. The new arrangement provides a remote exposure site for in-
struments plus isolation and short, uncomplicated wiring to recorders.

Wilkes Station: A total of 61 upper air soundings were made and reached
an average altitude of 31,008 meters. Radiation measurements were suspended
on January 31 until the instruments could be moved to a more desirable location.
A new hut was constructed to house radiation recording equipment and, after
great difficulty, a new inflation shelter was built along with the small hut
to house the Baker generator. The generator was being operated with some dif-
ficulty by the end of the month.

OCEANOGRAPHY

The oceanography investigations were delayed by changes in ship schedules
resulting especiaJT from Eastwin. damages.

The oceanography program was continued during January aboard the USS
Burton j Laci and USS Glacier and included bathythermograph observations, ice
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observations, soundings and magnetic data.

The major portion of the oceanographic investigations along the Marie
Byrd Land Coast was terminated after three stations when a winch wire parted,
losing 12 Nansen bottles and 24 thermometers0 Three ocean stations were com-
pleted, one in Kainan Bay and two in the Ross Sea.

STATION_SEISMOIGY

Byrd Station: Seismic recording at old Byrd Station was concluded on
January 31 in preparation for the move to the new station.

Hallett Station: Large microseismic activity occurred during the month
and was particularly noticeable after the break-.up of surrounding sea ice on
the 13th, perhaps encouraged by the presence of the Eastwind and the Burton

Five probable earthquakes were recorded and unidentified activity may
indicate six more. Galvonometer trace direction checks were made on the 6th
and 8th and showed that the equipment was operating satisfactorily.

South Pole Station: From January 1 to 17 the seismic station was out of
operation while seismic recorders were moved and tunnel repairs were completed.
The Benioff vertical seismometer was operating well, but the Wilson-Lamison in-
strwnents were picking up microseisms and noise from the camp. This inter.
ference prevented the observer from scaling the horizontal records.

The Helicorder, which has an input from the Wilson.-Lamison vertical seis-
mometer, operated poorly because of insufficient power to the photo tube am.
plifier0 Due to vibration in the scientific building the amplifier was re-
located in the seismic pit 1,000 feet from the recorder. Because it had been
noted that the drop in potential between the science building and the amplifier
was from 120 to 97 volts, the amplifier was relocated in an attempt to bring
the input voltage up to 115 volts. The seismic tunnel was deepened by five feet
in the first 100 feet of its length. Fifty-..nine phases were reported and scaled
during the month.

TRAVERSE OPERATIONS

Ellsworth Laud Traverse: The University of Wisconsin traverse unit left
Sky-Hi on January 3. By the 6th the party had reached mile 46+ at 74056'S.9

76001 1 W0 Bad weather halted the party one day at Mt. Rex. They then traveled
east-northeast into the base of the Palmer Peninsula as far north as 73O4 5o
66035 1 W0, mile 732 From there the traverse began its return in a southwest and
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westerly direction toward Sky.-Ili. On January 31 the traverse party had
traveled 898 miles and was located at 75017' S 09 700351W.

Reports from the traverse party indicated that the rock surface of the
area along the George Bryan and Robert English coast is very low, signifying
that these coasts are farther south than they appear on maps. An area south
of the Robert English coast appears to be a high ice dome about 7,000 feet
above sea level with a high underlying rock surface. The region of rock sur-
face above sea level at the base of the Palmer Peninsula is much narrower than
it was previously throught to be and mountain areas east of Sky-Hi are more ex-
tensive than previously mapped. Charted ranges such as the Lowell Thomas,
Sweeney, and Latady Mountains are apparently farther north than indicated on
current maps.

The party reported new mountain ranges, one of them covering the area 750
to 7550S, and from 710 to 730W0 Positions of about 100 peaks were determined
during the traverse, and some were visited for rock and lichen samples. Among
the peaks visited were the Sky-Hi Nunataks (74050'S09 71020W,) and three sum-
mits in the-Sweeney Range (75017' S 0, 700351W)0

UPPER ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS

Beardmore Glacier Auxiliary Air Facility:

VLF Airlifted 0jeration Whistler recordings were started at the
Beardmore camp on January 8 by the Stanford University men, Although the equip-
ment worked well, virtually no VLF-ELF activity was detected. A test signal
transmitted by the Pacific Naval Laboratory was reciv4 only 10 decibels above
noise test level. The receiving loop antenna was buried below snow surface,
but blowing snow caused signals to fluctuate wildly. These difficulties were
later attributed to equipment malfunction. The project was to move to the mag-
netic dip pole in February to complete the season's program.

Byrd Station :

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America - Installation of the
auroral substation began on January 30 Plans to lower the building with jacks
into a trench and suspend it from overhead joists which could be raised with
the same jacks proved unsatisfactory. The modules were finally placed on a
platform of oil drums. If necessary, the building can be lifted from below
with hydraulic jacks. Preparation for the winter of isolation progressed sat-
isfact6rily0 All rations were stored beneath the modules; fuel tanks were in-
stalled; and an emergency shelter was constructed. The position of the station
was determined with sunshots0 Radio communication was established with Byrd
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Station. By the end of the month the station had received one overland supply
from Byrd Station and one fuel flight from McMurdo.

Geoic Survey No report.

phere Soundings. National Bu.r pu of Standards The C=3 sounder
was operated for the first 15 days of the month and shut down on the 16th for
the move to new Byrd. It is expected to be in operation again by mid.February.
Hourly values of 11c.F2 were obtained for 64 of the operating time; 22% of the
values were lost. because of spread echoes and 11% because of blanketing by
sporadic E and/or blackout. Two percent were lost for non-ionospheric causes,
mostly power failures. Median values for f0F2 in January decreased below the
December value The maximum median value was 5.6 mc and occurred at 1600 local
time; the minimum was	mc at 01000 The ionosphere was disturbed on January

100

VLF and ELF, Stanford Universi - An interesting magnetic storm oc-
curred on the 10th0 Large magnetic niicropulsations, hiss, and. an increase in
chorus activity were observed. The chorus was still very active on the 15th
when the program was shut down for the move to the new Byrd Station. At the
end of the month one building, the recording equipment, transmission lines,
and antennas had been moved to the new site. Two under-snow antennas have been
installed in the hope that they will eliminate noise and have a better signal
to-noise than the standard IGY equipment. The program is expected to resume
operations by the end of February.

Ellsworth Station (October):

Aurora L 	Institute of North Amen	Although all of the
supplies did not arrive on the	it is expected that a full aurora

program can be maintained. Also a geomagnetic program will be set up in a
magnetic building because the components of a nonmagnetic shelter failed to
arrive with the resupply ship.

Both the visual and instrumental observation programs were dis-
continued for the month of October. During one year of observations 49700
feet of triX film were exposed in all-.sky camera recordings and 1,075 feet

of 103A.J film used for spectrograph recordings. About 70 still photographs
were taken in the experimental program of simultaneous observations from
Ellsworth and South Pole Stations.

Cosmic Rays, University of California (Argentine Observers) - Tubes
were changed and contacts were cleaned on several days. The "minute" signal
from the ionospheric equipment failed. Power failures caused desynchroniza-
tIon of the frequency stabilizer on several days.
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Ionospheric Soundjris, National Bureau of Standarda - Soundings were
stopped on the 9th to repair standard clock and on the 11th to adjust the
sweeping unit. One power failure caused a loss of records on the 4th and after
that time the equipment operated normally.

Hallett Station :

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America Power failures and in-
terference from communications transmitters spoiled a number of riometer
records during the month. On the 23rd the riometer was shut down and trans-
ferred to the recently completed geophysics laboratory in the new science
building.

Cosmic Rays, University of Maryland Power failures also interfered
with cosmic ray records. The records from the scintillation counter are being
held in question at present, but the neutron monitor was overhauled early in
the month and appeared to be operating satisfactorily.

Earth Currents (New Zeal and program) - Some activity was observed on
the 10th, 12th and 19th. The apparatus was shut down on the 24th when the
electrodes were carried out to sea by moving ice.

Geomaznetism, Coast and Geodetic Survei (New Zaland_oserv)
Disturbed conditions were observed on the 10th of January. Otherwise the month
was magnetically quiet.

Ionosphere Soundinzs, National Bureau of Staards (New Zealand
observers) The ionosphere was generally disturbed during the month, par-
ticularly in the first two weeks. Records for a 36-hour period were lost be-
tween the 16th and the 18th of the month because of a dark room accident. A
further ten hours were lost on the 23rd while essential maintenance was being
performed. A check of the December records shows the following: The F2
region spread was present on 88% of the scaleable records, and the F2 critical
values were illegible on 40% of the scaleable hours. The highest and lowest
daily means were 6,1 and 3.6 mc, respectively. The F 1 was present for 75% of
the scaleable hours, The E region and F min scaled below 1 mc on only 2.70/6'
of hours. Sporadic E was present on 38% of the scaleable hours. The prin-
cipal types recorded were H-type for 108 hours, C-.type for 69 hours and L-type
for 66 hours. Consultation with the Geophysical Observatory at Christchurch
indicated that some sporadic recorded during the last three months might have
been echoes,

VLF, Stanford University (New Zealand observers) - VLF equipment was
moved into the new science building on January 18. The hum level from the old
antenna site was found to be too high even after proper orientation of an
antenna, and a quieter site was found 350 feet east of the old site, very close
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o the south shore line of Seabee Hook. The new science building is between
1,300 and 2,000 feet from the antenna. Test and calibration tapes have been
completed for Stanford and further tapes are being prepared for the Dominion
Physics Laboratory, Wellington. The program will commence immediately after
this task is finished., No V' phenomena were observed apart from sferic
crackles, and the hum level was thought to be within reasonable limits.

MrdoSta+Lon,

Cosmic	 Barto1ResearchFoundation The new cosmic ray lab-
oratory was erected southeast of Observation Hill. The building, measuring
52 x 20 x 12 feet, is partitioned into four rooms and with two vestibules. A
jet heater and emergency space heater have been installed, the building has
been painted and the floors covered with masonite and vinyl tile. Three-phase
electrical power of 30 kw capacity is provided, and overhead lighting fixtures
and receptacles have been installed.

The new neutron monitor was under construction. Data was still
being obtained from the monitor and meson telescope at the old site at a nor-
mal counting rate.

Ionospheric Absoption DoujUas Aircraft Co. Power lines and radio
transmitter noise necessitated choosing a new building site. The station was
installed in a newly erected Jainesway less than a mile north of McMurdo. Ten
and 30 me antennas were set up and the two riometers put into operation. Prob-
lem of communication transmitter interference is still present. Other dif-
ficulties were experienced with the riometer0

South Pole Station

Aurora.,. Arctic Institute of North. America On January 2nd "Project
Coast", an experiment using the mirror of an all-sky camera for time-lapse
phctography of changing cloud formations was discontinued when the film supply
was exhausted, but the all-sky camera blower and heaters were kept operating to
prevent the mirror from cooling. The passageway to the aurora cache was cleaned
and rebuilt during the month. An attempt was made to operate the patrol specto-
graph, except for its timing circuits, from the 500 watt Sorensen voltage reg-
ulator. The master clock and minute timer were disconnected; minute puiser
from the geomagnetic secondary standard were used for the time count,

Iono phere Absorp tion, National Bureau of Standards - A riometer an-
tenna was installed, and the riometer recorder located near the C_3 sounder.
The ionosonde did not appear to affect the riometer, but communications trans-
missions on some frequencies saturated the riometer.
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Ionosphere Soundings, National Bureau of Standards - The C..3
sounder operated satisfactorily for most of the month but began giving
trouble at the end. Sporadic trouble had developed in the timing circuits,
causing irregular sweeps. The built-in antenna was hit by a bulldozer early
in the month, necessitating temporary repairs. More permanent repairs
awaited the completion of tractor activity in the area. Good records were ob-
tained, however, even with the temporary arrangement. All data up to January
15 were shipped to CRPLO
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Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic_Survey - The nuclear magnetometer
ceased to operate on the 17th of the month and was sent to the U.S. for
repair; a replacement was expected from Byrd Station, During the first half
of the month the Ruska magnetograph and the Askariia variagraph were completely
installed and the variations building wired for both AC and DC current. A
double door was built as a light shield for the variations building.

VLF Stanford Universitr, and National Bureau of Standards The
high frequency oscillator was reported in operation and working satisfactorily.
With new components from Byrd Station installed the frequency response was 3 db
at 365 cps and 25,500 cps. Little scaling was accomplished during the month.

No reports on geomagnetism, ionosphere.

vIilkes Station:

Geometi	Coastnd Geôde tic Survey (Australian observer) - No
report.

Ionosphere Soundinirs, National_Bureau	 Standards (Australian
observer) Since the changeover on January 17th the ionosonde operated well,
and few adjustments were necessary.

FOREIGN SCIENTISTS AT U.S. STATIONS

The Soviet exchange scientist at McMurdo Station began his program of
synoptic meteorological studies at the Navy aerological office.
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U.S. SCIENTISTS AT FOREIGN STATIONS

Mjrnyy (USSR) : The U.S. exchange scientist, N. E. Pryor, reported that
his equipment and supplies had arrived at the station in good condition and
that he had established his laboratory and sleeping quarters in a large com-
fortable room. Open water along the shore prevented his reaching nearby
islands to continue a biological survey. Although he was limited to analyzing
collections made earlier, he planned to move to nearby Haswell Island when
conditions permitted. His activities also included mapping of soil deposits
and floral aggregates. A skua observed since early November in the area, but
most frequently on Haswell Island, was found dead on the sea ice; it was banded
with a green band, and FWS number 617523530

Change-over between the sixth and seventh Soviet expedition group was com-
pleted this month.
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29-390*
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16.8	0.7

SSE	E
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29	63
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3	10
2	11

26	10

11	:3
33(pibals) 61

4 9 389	31,008

C-'
C\l

Temperature, °C
Average
Highest
Lowest

Station Pressure
(inches)

Avc rage
Highest
Lowest

Precipitation (inches)
Snowfall (inches)
Wind

Prevailing Direction
Average Speed (knots)
Fastest Mile (MPH)

Average Sky Cover
No. clear days
No0 partially cloudy
No. cloudy

No. Days with visibility
less than i/k mile

No. of Rawinsondes
Avg. Height of

Rawinsondes (meters)

Pole
Station

-29.8
-23.3
38.9

20.224
20.55
19.935
Tr.
Tr.

92
25
5,4
9

11
11

1
61

299444

All figures above have been taken from radio messages and are unconfirmed.

* Sea-level Pressure

** North defined along 00 Greenwich
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